INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Field assessments to quantify biomechanical exposures (physical loads) at work frequently employ observational methods to determine body postures, type of materials handling, and other ergonomic characteristics relevant for risk of musculoskeletal disorders ([@CIT0037]; [@CIT0016]; [@CIT0069]). Many observation methods, such as the Ovako Working posture Assessment System (OWAS) ([@CIT0032]), the Task Recording and Analysis on Computer method (TRAC) ([@CIT0074]), the Back-Exposure Sampling Tool (Back-EST) ([@CIT0075]), and several more (e.g. [@CIT0029]; [@CIT0051]; [@CIT0003]), are based on work sampling, with momentary observations, collected at either fixed or random time intervals. The resulting series of individual observations is then typically summarized in terms of proportions of time in predetermined categories, such as posture intervals or specific tasks. Time-based work sampling has been used for decades in industrial engineering ([@CIT0061]) and ergonomics ([@CIT0015]) as a tool to simultaneously assess the occurrence of tasks and work-related risk factors to musculoskeletal disorders. While observational methods based on continuous, event-based observation of biomechanical exposure are available (e.g. [@CIT0057]; [@CIT0013]; [@CIT0023]; [@CIT0019]; [@CIT0014]; [@CIT0028]; [@CIT0049]), work sampling was recently shown to be the more cost-efficient approach for observing working postures ([@CIT0060]).

Other types of occupational exposures may also be described with categorical variables, in particular the presence of workers in various chemical or acoustic environments and/or tasks (e.g. [@CIT0056]; [@CIT0065]; [@CIT0050]). In both ergonomics and occupational hygiene, operations are often analyzed by task to identify sources of exposure as targets for intervention ([@CIT0015]). At the level of individual workers, the proportion of time in tasks can be used together with information on task-specific exposures to estimate job exposures. Such task-based exposure modeling has been used for both biomechanical (e.g. [@CIT0009]; [@CIT0012]; [@CIT0048]; [@CIT0066]; [@CIT0005]) and other occupational exposures (e.g. [@CIT0004]; [@CIT0027]; [@CIT0064]; [@CIT0050]). Correct information on task proportions is a prerequisite for these models to operate as intended, i.e. produce an unbiased estimate of the modeled exposure ([@CIT0045]; [@CIT0010]).

In general, guidance is scarce on how to design an appropriate data collection strategy for estimating exposures for operations, tasks, or jobs of individual workers using observational methods ([@CIT0069]). This is a serious concern, considering that awareness and proper appreciation of the statistical properties and performance of the data collecting strategy used with a particular observation method is, arguably, at least as important to the interpretation of the resulting exposure data as is the basic validity and reliability of that method ([@CIT0069]).

For studies designed to assess mean exposures on a continuous scale, the ability of an exposure sampling strategy to produce a correct exposure estimate, i.e. its statistical performance, can be assessed using information on exposure variability in the target population and the size of the exposure sample ([@CIT0062]; [@CIT0044], [@CIT0045]; [@CIT0031]; [@CIT0038]). These algorithms are based on assumptions about the distribution of the underlying exposures that are likely often not met for exposures measured on categorical scales ([@CIT0049]) and for exposure variables other than the mean, including exposure variability metrics ([@CIT0039]). Simulation can be a viable alternative for assessing statistical performance in such cases ([@CIT0038]). Simulations can be based on expected exposure distribution parameters ([@CIT0064]) or on resampling of empirical data sets, as in non-parametric bootstrapping ([@CIT0008]; [@CIT0030]; [@CIT0054]; [@CIT0049]; Liv et al., [@CIT0038], [@CIT0039]).

The aim of the present study was to develop a general procedure for assessing the statistical performance of observational work sampling of categorical exposure variables and to use that procedure in a representative occupational scenario to gain a better understanding of the influence of sample size on bias and precision of estimates of variables expressing central tendencies and variability of task occurrence and of working postures at the level of operation and tasks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#s2}
=====================

Parent data set {#s3}
---------------

Previously collected data using the PATH---Postures, Activities, Tools, and Handling--- observation method to assess tunnel and highway construction ([@CIT0067]) were utilized as the parent data set for this methodological study. PATH ([@CIT0006]) is a work sampling tool to estimate biomechanically relevant exposure variables. PATH has primarily been used to provide exposure estimates at the operation level, although exposures can also be estimated for separate tasks and even individual workers. The PATH method is reproducible, given adequate training of observers ([@CIT0055]), and valid compared with the results of direct technical measurements ([@CIT0053]; [@CIT0068]). In a recent review, PATH was rated as a 'thoroughly developed' method with a 'systematic and well-designed sampling approach' ([@CIT0069]). Thus, PATH serves as a suitable model for observational exposure assessment employing a work sampling approach.

From the nine operations represented in the parent data set, we selected 'jacking pit construction' by laborers as a model of an operation performed by several workers over an extended period of time. Four component tasks occurred during the days observed: top work, pit wall construction, manual excavation, and other miscellaneous work ([@CIT0054]). The PATH observations of jacking pit construction were collected over 12 days spanning one calendar month. Observation periods ranged from 120 to 460min day^−1^. The same two analysts observed this operation on each day; on one day, a third observer was present.

After excluding one worker with fewer than 40 observations, the resulting data set comprised a total of 3103 observations distributed among 10 workers ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). For the present paper, the primary biomechanical exposure of interest was trunk posture, which was recorded as a categorical variable with four divisions: neutral (\<20° flexion), mild flexion (between 20° and 45°), severe flexion (\>45°), and twist (with or without flexion). Trunk posture was selected because it is an important risk factor for back disorders ([@CIT0057]) and because non-neutral postures of the trunk were frequently observed in all of the operations represented in the large construction data set ([@CIT0067]).

###### 

PATH parent data by individual worker showing the total number of observations (![](annhyg_met063_m0088.jpg)), job-level trunk posture (![](annhyg_met063_m0089.jpg), % total time)^a^, proportional task occurrence (![](annhyg_met063_m0090.jpg), % total time)^b^, and task-level trunk posture (![](annhyg_met063_m0091.jpg), % task time)^c^ for each worker.

                                 Variable                       Posture   Worker                                                                  
  ------------------------------ ------------------------------ --------- -------- ------ ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------- ------
  Job level                      ![](annhyg_met063_m0092.jpg)   ---       294      68     272     245     273     315     248     289     393     706
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0093.jpg)   Neutral                        74.8      73.5     83.1   73.9    68.9    60.0    54.4    75.8    77.9    67.1    
  Mild                           12.6                           13.2      7.4      13.5   14.3    17.8    17.7    13.5    13.7    20.7            
  Severe                         10.2                           8.8       3.7      10.2   12.1    19.7    24.2    6.6     6.9     11.1            
  Twisted                        2.4                            4.4       5.9      2.5    4.8     2.5     3.6     4.2     1.5     1.1             
  Top work task                  ![](annhyg_met063_m0094.jpg)     ---     19.1     8.8    17.7    26.9    75.5    0.0     0.0     32.5    50.4    0.0
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0095.jpg)   Neutral                        89.3      50.0     72.9   69.7    69.4      ---     ---   62.8    70.1      ---   
  Mild                           7.1                            16.7      12.5     13.6   15.1      ---     ---   28.7    15.7      ---           
  Severe                         1.8                            16.7      12.5     13.6   12.1      ---     ---   7.5     11.6      ---           
  Twisted                        1.8                            16.7      2.1      3.0    3.4       ---     ---   1.1     2.0       ---           
  Pit wall construction task     ![](annhyg_met063_m0096.jpg)     ---     30.6     51.5   12.9    16.7    3.7     33.0    21.4    2.8     0.0     22.8
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0097.jpg)   Neutral                        54.4      71.4     74.3   75.6    50.0    43.3    47.2    62.5      ---   54.0    
  Mild                           17.8                           14.3      8.6      12.2   30.0    26.9    24.5    12.5      ---   24.8            
  Severe                         22.2                           11.4      0.0      12.2   20.0    28.9    28.3    12.5      ---   20.5            
  Twisted                        5.6                            2.9       17.1     0.0    0.0     1.0     0.0     12.5      ---   0.6             
  Manual excavation task         ![](annhyg_met063_m0098.jpg)     ---     40.8     22.1   42.7    27.4    0.0     28.6    65.3    55.7    37.4    69.6
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0099.jpg)   Neutral                        84.2      66.7     84.5   67.2      ---   37.8    50.6    80.1    84.4    70.3    
  Mild                           12.5                           20.0      7.8      22.4     ---   24.4    17.9    6.8     12.9    19.1            
  Severe                         2.5                            6.7       3.5      6.0      ---   32.2    27.2    6.8     2.0     9.2             
  Twisted                        0.8                            6.7       4.3      4.5      ---   5.6     4.3     6.2     0.7     1.4             
  Miscellaneous work tasks       ![](annhyg_met063_m0100.jpg)     ---     9.5      17.7   26.8    29.0    20.9    38.4    13.3    9.0     12.2    7.7
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0101.jpg)   Neutral                        71.4      100.0    91.8   83.1    70.2    90.9    84.9    100.0   87.5    77.8    
  Mild                           7.1                            0.0       2.7      5.6    8.8     5.0     6.1     0.0     8.3     22.2            
  Severe                         21.4                           0.0       0.0      9.9    10.5    2.5     3.0     0.0     2.1     0.0             
  Twisted                        0.0                            0.0       5.5      1.4    10.5    1.7     6.1     0.0     2.1     0.0             

^a^Job exposure: ![](annhyg_met063_m0102.jpg) (% total time).

^b^Task proportion: ![](annhyg_met063_m0103.jpg) (% total time).

^c^Task exposure: ![](annhyg_met063_m0104.jpg) (% task time).

![](annhyg_met063_m0105.jpg), total number of samples from subject *s*, across all tasks and exposure categories; ![](annhyg_met063_m0106.jpg), number of samples from subject *s* performing task *T*, irrespective of exposure category; ![](annhyg_met063_m0107.jpg), number of samples from subject *s* within exposure category *E*, irrespective of task; and ![](annhyg_met063_m0108.jpg), number of samples from subject *s* within exposure category *E*, while performing task *T.*

Simulated sampling strategies {#s4}
-----------------------------

Six data collection strategies were simulated to reflect different durations of sampling, ranging from 5 to 75h, with observations 'collected' at 1-min intervals. The six strategies included 300, 600, 900, 1500, 3000, and 4500 observations, roughly corresponding to 1, 2, 3 full days and 1, 2, 3 full weeks of sampling. For each of the six strategies, simulated observations were generated using a probability-based procedure with the following stepwise algorithm:

1.  i\. A worker was randomly selected from the group of all 10 workers, all workers having equal probabilities of being selected.

2.  ii\. A task was randomly determined for that worker based on the probabilities in the parent data set of that worker performing each of the four possible tasks.

3.  iii\. An exposure for that worker performing that task was randomly determined based on the probabilities in the parent data set of that worker experiencing each of the four possible exposure levels when performing that specific task.

This simulation procedure reflects and reproduces the multinomial structure of categorical PATH observations at the three hierarchical levels of subjects (10 categories), tasks within subject (four categories), and exposures within task and subject (four categories). Any individual observation will result in a positive ('yes') answer in exactly one of the possible categories at each of these levels, and the probabilities of obtaining a 'yes' in any category within the level naturally add up to 100%. Thus, samples of (independent) multiple observations are categorically distributed, with properties determined by the true outcome probabilities in the set of categories within the same level (cf. [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}).

Resampling at the level of individual observations as described above was repeated until a complete set of simulated data had been created, as dictated by the number of observations---from 300 to 4500---required for each of the six specific data collection strategies. For each strategy, 5000 such data sets were generated. Simulations were performed using a custom software program written in MatLab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA; code provided as [Supplementary material](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online). Five thousand repeats have been considered a sufficient basis for analyzing distributions in previous simulation studies (e.g. [@CIT0064]; [@CIT0039]).

We selected this probabilistic resampling procedure as opposed to non-parametric resampling with replacement from the parent data set (conventional bootstrapping; [@CIT0008]; [@CIT0030]; [@CIT0049]) because it allows the probabilities assigned to the occurrence of workers, tasks, and exposures to be manipulated. This, in turn, allows scenarios differing from the one represented by the parent data set to be investigated, as illustrated by the assignment of equal selection probabilities for all workers in this study (step 'i' in the algorithm above) even though they were, in fact, represented to different extents in the parent data (cf. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, ![](annhyg_met063_m0001.jpg)).

Task and exposure variables {#s5}
---------------------------

For each simulated data set, eight summary exposure variables were then calculated. As defined and explained in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, we examined the following:

###### 

Summary of the eight exposure variables utilized to evaluate the statistical performance of work sampling strategies. In the present study, 'exposure' refers specifically to trunk postures.

  Variable                                      Notation                       Description                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      Formula                        Rationale
  --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Job exposure, group mean                      ![](annhyg_met063_m0109.jpg)   Percent of total job time spent in each exposure category; mean across workers.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  ![](annhyg_met063_m0110.jpg)   Gives a general descriptive measure of exposure in the job.
  Job exposure variability between workers      ![](annhyg_met063_m0111.jpg)   Overall variance between workers in job exposure (including between-subject and within-subject components). One value for each exposure category.                                                                                                                                                ![](annhyg_met063_m0112.jpg)   Indicates whether the population is homogeneous in terms of exposure or whether some workers are 'outliers'. Important information, for instance, with respect to occupational threshold limits and work roles of individual workers.
  Task diversity within the job                 ![](annhyg_met063_m0113.jpg)   Mean squared deviation of exposures of the tasks occurring in the job, i.e. mean squared difference across tasks between mean exposures ![](annhyg_met063_m0114.jpg) in each individual task (see below) and the mean of all task exposures. One value for each exposure category.               ![](annhyg_met063_m0115.jpg)   Offers a basic index of task exposure diversity (Mathiassen, 2006), indicating whether tasks within the job represent a potential source of exposure variation in that job.
  Task contrast within the job                  ![](annhyg_met063_m0116.jpg)   Contrast in exposure between tasks. Calculated as ratio of task diversity within job (![](annhyg_met063_m0117.jpg)) to the sum of task diversity and the mean variance across tasks between workers in task exposure (mean![](annhyg_met063_m0118.jpg)). One value for each exposure category.   ![](annhyg_met063_m0119.jpg)   Measures task exposure diversity by an intraclass correlation coefficient acknowledging the size and uncertainty of each task exposure (Mathiassen, 2006). A larger value indicates that tasks differ (contrast) in exposure with greater certainty. ![](annhyg_met063_m0120.jpg)is a relative metric (value 0--1) and will get larger both if tasks differ more in mean exposure (as measured by the *MSΔ* ~*E*~) and if workers have more similar exposures when performing each task (as measured by the average ![](annhyg_met063_m0121.jpg)).
  Task occurrence, group mean                   ![](annhyg_met063_m0122.jpg)   Percent of total job time spent performing a particular task; mean across workers.                                                                                                                                                                                                               ![](annhyg_met063_m0123.jpg)   Indicates whether a particular task that might, according to its exposure, be a target for intervention occurs in a sufficient proportion for an intervention to have a noticeable effect on overall exposure in the job.
  Task occurrence variability between workers   ![](annhyg_met063_m0124.jpg)   Variance between workers in task occurrence.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     ![](annhyg_met063_m0125.jpg)   Indicates whether the job includes 'subjobs', with some workers being specialized on doing those (giving a large variance), or whether all workers are 'generalists') with almost equal task distributions. This is important information for proper targeting of interventions to the work organization (e.g. increased job rotation) or to workers or specific tasks.
  Task exposure, group mean                     ![](annhyg_met063_m0126.jpg)   Percent time in each exposure category for a specific task; mean across only workers performing that task.                                                                                                                                                                                       ![](annhyg_met063_m0127.jpg)   Indicates, for each task, whether that particular task may be a target for intervention due to a critical exposure.
  Variance between workers in task exposure     ![](annhyg_met063_m0128.jpg)   Variance between workers in task exposure. One value for each exposure category.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 ![](annhyg_met063_m0129.jpg)   Indicates whether each particular task introduces a similar exposure to all workers (indicating that it leaves little autonomy, and that a possible intervention would be most effective if targeted to the task rather than the worker, Mathiassen *et al.*, 2003b), or whether some workers are particularly exposed, due to unfavorable working techniques and/or because they perform certain subtasks with deviating exposures more than other workers.

![](annhyg_met063_m0130.jpg), proportion of time spent by an individual worker in exposure category *E* for the whole job (cf. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}); ![](annhyg_met063_m0131.jpg), proportion of time spent by an individual worker in task *T* (cf. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}); ![](annhyg_met063_m0132.jpg), proportion of time spent by an individual worker in exposure category *E* while performing task *T* (cf. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}); ![](annhyg_met063_m0133.jpg), total number of observed workers; ![](annhyg_met063_m0134.jpg), number of workers observed to perform task *T*; ![](annhyg_met063_m0135.jpg), summation across all observed workers; ![](annhyg_met063_m0136.jpg), summation across all tasks in the job; ![](annhyg_met063_m0137.jpg), summation across all workers observed to perform task *T*.

1.  • Two operation-level variables: average operation exposure in the group of workers (![](annhyg_met063_m0002.jpg)) calculated using a mean-of-means approach ([@CIT0062]), and variance between subjects in job exposure (![](annhyg_met063_m0003.jpg)).

2.  • Four task-level variables (calculated for each of the tasks in the operation): the relative occurrence of the task in the operation (![](annhyg_met063_m0004.jpg)), the variance between subjects in task occurrence (![](annhyg_met063_m0005.jpg)), the group mean task exposure (![](annhyg_met063_m0006.jpg)), and the variance between subjects in task exposure (![](annhyg_met063_m0007.jpg)).

3.  • Two variables summarizing differences between the four tasks in the operation: task diversity (![](annhyg_met063_m0008.jpg)) and task contrast within the operation (![](annhyg_met063_m0009.jpg)).

Since a complete set of variables was obtained for each simulated data set, 5000 sets of all eight exposure variables (some of them quadrupled, since the operation contained four tasks) were available for each of the six investigated sampling strategies.

Sampling performance {#s6}
--------------------

The mean and 5th--95th percentile range of the cumulative probability plots of the 5000 simulated values for each task and posture variable, category, and sampling strategy were calculated as summary measures of statistical performance, reflecting the precision of the resulting exposure estimate. As an additional measure of performance, the proportion of the 5000 values falling between 90 and 110% of the value in the parent set, i.e. a ±10% level of 'coverage probability' ([@CIT0036]), was determined for all variables, categories, and sampling strategies. This metric reflects the ability of the sampling strategy to produce a result in close proximity to the 'true' target value, capturing the combined effects of bias and imprecision. The distributional properties of the cumulative probability plots were also examined visually. A custom software program was written in MatLab to calculate the eight task and posture variables and to assess statistical performance from the cumulative distributions, using the metrics described above.

For the variables ![](annhyg_met063_m0010.jpg), ![](annhyg_met063_m0011.jpg), and ![](annhyg_met063_m0012.jpg), the coverage probabilities reflect results in each individual category, independent of other categories in the same set (e.g. in each posture category at the operation level). However, they do not capture correlations---negative or positive---between results within a category set, which will be present due to the 'compositional' nature of data ([@CIT0001]; [@CIT0058]), i.e. that results inherently add up to 100%. Thus, in order to measure the ability of our sampling strategies to deliver results close to the truth in several categories (tasks or postures) simultaneously, we calculated 'compositional coverage probabilities', i.e. the proportions of the 5000 data sets under each strategy that returned a result between 90 and 110% of the parent data set value in 0, 1, 2, 3, or all four categories.

RESULTS {#s7}
=======

Parent data set {#s8}
---------------

Exposures in the parent data set are summarized in the column 'Target' in [Tables 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"} (operation level), [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"} (task level, miscellaneous work), and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online (task level, other tasks). The 10 jacking pit construction workers spent, on average, 70.9% of their job time in neutral postures, 14.4% in mild flexion, 11.3% in severe flexion, and 3.3% in twisted trunk postures (![](annhyg_met063_m0013.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The four component tasks, i.e. top work, pit wall construction, manual excavation, and miscellaneous work, comprised, on average, 23.1, 19.5, 38.9, and 18.4% of the operation, respectively (![](annhyg_met063_m0014.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online). The mean time across workers spent within a certain exposure posture category in each task (![](annhyg_met063_m0015.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online) ranged from 59.2 to 85.8% (neutral), 6.6 to 19.1% (mild flexion), 4.9 to 17.3% (severe flexion), and 2.7 to 4.4% (twisted). Tasks differed most with respect to neutral postures (![](annhyg_met063_m0016.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}). It should be noted that the values of ![](annhyg_met063_m0017.jpg) are somewhat inflated due to exposure variability within each of the four tasks. Task contrasts within the operation corroborated that the tasks differed most consistently in the occurrence of neutral and mild trunk postures (![](annhyg_met063_m0018.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

\(a\) Operation-level and job-level exposure variables for all simulation strategies and the parent data set (column 'Target'). All cells but 'Target' show the mean value with 5th--95th percentile values from the simulated distributions located in square brackets below. For explanation of exposure variables see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. (b) Coverage probabilities for operation and job-level exposure variables: percentage of simulations (*n* = 5000 for each strategy) in which the estimated exposure value was between 90 and 110% of the true target exposure value in the parent data set. Cells with 90% coverage or more highlighted in dark gray; cells with 80--89.9% coverage highlighted in light gray.

  Variable                       Posture           Simulated sampling strategy, number of samples   Target                                                                
  ------------------------------ ----------------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------- ------- ------
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0138.jpg)   Neutral           70.9                                             71.0              71.0              70.9              70.9    70.9    70.9
  \[66.6--75.3\]                 \[67.9--74.1\]    \[68.4--73.4\]                                   \[69.0--72.8\]    \[69.5--72.3\]    \[69.8--72.0\]                    
  Mild                           14.5              14.4                                             14.4              14.4              14.4              14.4    14.4    
  \[11.2--17.8\]                 \[12.1--16.8\]    \[12.5--16.4\]                                   \[13.0--15.9\]    \[13.4--15.5\]    \[13.6--15.3\]                    
  Severe                         11.3              11.3                                             11.3              11.4              11.4              11.3    11.3    
  \[8.4--14.4\]                  \[9.3--13.5\]     \[9.6--13.0\]                                    \[10.0--12.7\]    \[10.4--12.3\]    \[10.6--12.1\]                    
  Twisted                        3.3               3.3                                              3.3               3.3               3.3               3.3     3.3     
  \[1.7--5.1\]                   \[2.1--4.5\]      \[2.3--4.3\]                                     \[2.5--4.1\]      \[2.8--3.8\]      \[2.9--3.8\]                      
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0139.jpg)   Neutral           140.6                                            106.4             94.6              86.1              79.7    77.7    73.4
  \[59.9--243.8\]                \[52.7--173.7\]   \[51.6--146.5\]                                  \[52.3--124.6\]   \[55.5--107.7\]   \[58.0--99.1\]                    
  Mild                           55.0              33.8                                             26.9              21.3              17.2              15.8    13.2    
  \[20.3--102.8\]                \[14.1--60.8\]    \[11.7--47.1\]                                   \[10.0--35.3\]    \[9.6--26.3\]     \[9.6--22.9\]                     
  Severe                         70.5              54.3                                             48.9              44.6              41.5              40.5    38.4    
  \[27.0--131.3\]                \[24.9--93.9\]    \[24.5--79.7\]                                   \[25.7--67.3\]    \[27.7--57.0\]    \[29.1--53.1\]                    
  Twisted                        13.0              7.7                                              5.8               4.5               3.4               3.0     2.3     
  \[3.8--27.5\]                  \[2.7--15.5\]     \[2.2--11.3\]                                    \[1.8--8.2\]      \[1.6--5.7\]      \[1.6--4.9\]                      
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0140.jpg)   Neutral           124.7                                            109.5             103.7             98.1              94.9    93.4    90.9
  \[26.9--255.2\]                \[34.4--208.6\]   \[40--188.2\]                                    \[50.0--160.2\]   \[60.1--134.9\]   \[65.7--125.1\]                   
  Mild                           42.9              33.5                                             30.1              26.7              24.0              23.2    21.7    
  \[6.4--104.6\]                 \[6.3--78.7\]     \[7.4--66.0\]                                    \[9.4--51.8\]     \[12.6--39.0\]    \[13.7--34.6\]                    
  Severe                         37.4              29.3                                             26.1              23.1              21.4              20.7    19.3    
  \[5.1--97.8\]                  \[4.7--76.5\]     \[5.8--64.9\]                                    \[7.0--49.9\]     \[9.6--37.6\]     \[11.3--32.5\]                    
  Twisted                        8.4               4.9                                              3.5               2.3               1.4               1.0     0.5     
  \[0.7--30.0\]                  \[0.4--17.7\]     \[0.3--11.7\]                                    \[0.2--6.6\]      \[0.2--3.7\]      \[0.1--2.7\]                      
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0141.jpg)   Neutral           0.21                                             0.24              0.27              0.30              0.34    0.35    0.35
  \[0.05--0.40\]                 \[0.09--0.42\]    \[0.12--0.43\]                                   \[0.17--0.44\]    \[0.23--0.45\]    \[0.26--0.44\]                    
  Mild                           0.15              0.18                                             0.20              0.24              0.28              0.30    0.32    
  \[0.02--0.32\]                 \[0.04--0.34\]    \[0.06--0.37\]                                   \[0.09--0.40\]    \[0.15--0.42\]    \[0.18--0.43\]                    
  Severe                         0.14              0.15                                             0.16              0.18              0.21              0.22    0.22    
  \[0.02--0.30\]                 \[0.03--0.30\]    \[0.05--0.31\]                                   \[0.07--0.32\]    \[0.10--0.32\]    \[0.12--0.32\]                    
  Twisted                        0.09              0.07                                             0.07              0.06              0.04              0.04    0.02    
  \[0.02--0.19\]                 \[0.01--0.17\]    \[0.01--0.15\]                                   \[0.01--0.12\]    \[0.01--0.09\]    \[0.01--0.08\]                    
  \(b\)                                                                                                                                                                   
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0142.jpg)   Neutral           99.4                                             100.0             100.0             100.0             100.0   100.0   
  Mild                           51.2              68.3                                             77.8              89.0              97.4              99.2            
  Severe                         46.8              63.1                                             72.3              83.1              94.9              98.1            
  Twisted                        24.6              33.6                                             41.5              52.2              68.5              78.6            
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0143.jpg)   Neutral           6.9                                              12.5              18.4              25.0              35.3    42.4    
  Mild                           0.6               3.0                                              5.4               9.2               18.0              22.7            
  Severe                         8.3               15.4                                             18.0              23.5              33.2              40.3            
  Twisted                        0.5               1.9                                              4.1               7.3               14.3              18.5            
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0144.jpg)   Neutral           9.8                                              14.5              17.2              21.7              31.4    38.7    
  Mild                           7.4               10.4                                             11.3              15.4              22.4              27.3            
  Severe                         8.0               10.4                                             12.3              13.9              20.6              24.4            
  Twisted                        0.8               1.6                                              2.3               3.2               5.5               6.3             
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0145.jpg)   Neutral           9.4                                              14.4              18.9              26.2              40.4    47.2    
  Mild                           5.8               8.4                                              11.0              16.3              25.1              28.6            
  Severe                         10.5              13.5                                             14.6              18.2              24.6              27.2            
  Twisted                        1.7               2.9                                              3.7               4.5               6.1               6.9             

###### 

\(a\) Task-level exposure variables for all simulation strategies and the parent data set (column 'Target'); miscellaneous work. All cells but 'Target' show the mean value with 5th--95th percentile values of the simulated distributions located in square brackets below. For explanation of exposure variables, see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. (b) Coverage probabilities of exposure variables for the task miscellaneous work: percentage of simulations (*n* = 5000 for each strategy) in which the estimated exposure value was between 90 and 110% of the true target exposure value in the parent data set. Cells with 90% coverage or more highlighted in dark gray; cells with 80--89.9% coverage highlighted in light gray. Corresponding data for the other three tasks are shown in [Supplementary Tables S1a and S1b](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1) (available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online).

  Variable                       Posture           Simulated sampling strategy, number of samples   Target                                                                
  ------------------------------ ----------------- ------------------------------------------------ ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------- ------- -------
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0146.jpg)   ---               18.5                                             18.4              18.4              18.4              18.4    18.4    18.4
  \[14.8--22.4\]                 \[15.8--21.2\]    \[16.3--20.5\]                                   \[16.8--20.0\]    \[17.3--19.6\]    \[17.5--19.4\]                    
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0147.jpg)   ---               154.7                                            127.8             119.4             113.5             108.7   107.2   104.1
  \[68.6--264.6\]                \[68.6--196.6\]   \[71.3--173.9\]                                  \[76.9--156.1\]   \[82.4--138.3\]   \[85.9--131.5\]                   
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0148.jpg)   Neutral           85.7                                             85.7              85.7              85.7              85.7    85.7    85.8
  \[75.0--94.3\]                 \[78.6--92.2\]    \[80.3--90.8\]                                   \[81.7--89.6\]    \[82.8--88.5\]    \[83.4--88.0\]                    
  Mild                           6.5               6.6                                              6.6               6.6               6.6               6.6     6.6     
  \[0.6--14.8\]                  \[1.9--12.4\]     \[2.8--10.9\]                                    \[3.5--9.8\]      \[4.5--8.8\]      \[4.9--8.3\]                      
  Severe                         5.0               5.0                                              5.0               5.0               5.0               4.9     4.9     
  \[0.0--12.0\]                  \[1.4--9.3\]      \[2.0--8.4\]                                     \[2.7--7.5\]      \[3.4--6.7\]      \[3.7--6.3\]                      
  Twisted                        2.8               2.8                                              2.7               2.7               2.7               2.7     2.7     
  \[0.0--7.2\]                   \[0.5--5.6\]      \[0.9--5.0\]                                     \[1.2--4.4\]      \[1.7--3.9\]      \[1.9--3.7\]                      
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0149.jpg)   Neutral           629.9                                            289.6             216.3             169.6             139.0   129.0   110.1
  \[109.8--1534.3\]              \[89.7--732.2\]   \[81.6--439.7\]                                  \[75.5--307.7\]   \[78.0--219.2\]   \[80.1--192.2\]                   
  Mild                           227.9             139.3                                            100.8             73.8              56.0              50.5    39.8    
  \[3.9--988.7\]                 \[14.1--426.6\]   \[16.9--285.0\]                                  \[15.8--186.6\]   \[15.8--126.0\]   \[16.6--104.6\]                   
  Severe                         168.1             106.4                                            87.2              71.8              60.2              55.8    49.2    
  \[0.0--964.2\]                 \[11.3--303.8\]   \[15.1--244.0\]                                  \[16.4--172.0\]   \[21.3--120.3\]   \[23.6--102.6\]                   
  Twisted                        69.0              38.8                                             29.2              22.0              17.2              15.7    12.5    
  \[0.0--250.0\]                 \[2.5--111.9\]    \[4.1--76.3\]                                    \[4.8--53.1\]     \[5.6--34.8\]     \[6.5--29.3\]                     
  \(b\)                                                                                                                                                                   
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0150.jpg)   ---               59.1                                             74.6              84.8              94.2              99.2    100.0   
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0151.jpg)   ---               12.9                                             19.6              24.9              33.9              47.3    55.2    
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0152.jpg)   Neutral           86.2                                             96.8              99.2              99.9              100.0   100.0   
  Mild                           10.6              16.4                                             19.8              27.8              39.3              45.9            
  Severe                         10.7              16.8                                             20.7              26.2              37.4              46.2            
  Twisted                        10.5              12.9                                             16.7              21.5              31.3              35.7            
  ![](annhyg_met063_m0153.jpg)   Neutral           2.1                                              5.1               8.4               12.9              20.2    27.6    
  Mild                           4.0               5.2                                              7.9               9.5               11.3              13.3            
  Severe                         3.9               7.2                                              9.3               10.1              14.6              19.3            
  Twisted                        3.1               5.6                                              6.0               9.5               12.9              15.6            

Individual workers differed considerably in how often they were observed in each of the four posture categories, particularly for neutral and severe trunk flexion (![](annhyg_met063_m0019.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}), as well as in the relative proportion of time they spent performing each of the four tasks (![](annhyg_met063_m0020.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Even within a task, postures differed considerably between subjects (![](annhyg_met063_m0021.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online), with the caveat that these variabilities include contributions from within-subject variability (between and within measurement days), which could not be isolated and adjusted for.

Statistical performance: operation level {#s9}
----------------------------------------

For all sampling strategies, operation exposure,![](annhyg_met063_m0022.jpg), was estimated without bias relative to the 'true' target ([Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}). This is illustrated by the alignment of the inflection points of the simulated data dispersion curves and the line indicating the target value in [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. As expected, the 5th--95th prediction interval decreased with increasing sample size (![](annhyg_met063_m0023.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}, values in square brackets). This narrowing is illustrated in [Fig. 1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"} by the decreased dispersion of the 5000 simulated data sets at larger sample sizes.

![Simulated cumulative distributions of variables describing exposure to severe trunk flexion at the operation level: (a) group mean exposure, ![](annhyg_met063_m0082.jpg); (b) variance between workers, ![](annhyg_met063_m0083.jpg); (c) task diversity (mean squared deviation between task exposures), ![](annhyg_met063_m0084.jpg); (d) exposure contrast between tasks, ![](annhyg_met063_m0085.jpg). Each panel shows the distribution of the 5000 simulated results obtained by each of the six investigated observation strategies, from left to right as indicated by the legend in the upper right corner (colored online). Dashed vertical lines indicate the target value read from the parent data set ([Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}, column 'Target').](annhyg_met063_f0001){#F1}

Coverage probability depended on the true occurrence of the postural exposure in the parent data set ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}). For example, for neutral trunk posture, which was the most frequently observed, a high level of coverage probability (99.3%) was shown even for a sampling strategy with only 300 observations. In contrast, for the most rarely observed posture, twisting, even a sampling strategy containing 4500 observations led only to a 78.6% probability of producing an operation exposure estimate within ±10% of the target value. Compositional coverage probabilities for postures at the operation level increased with sample size ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). With 300 observations, about one of every five data sets contained values deviating more than 10% from the target value in three or all four posture categories. Even with 4500 observations, fewer than 80% of all data sets showed values within ±10% of the target in all four categories. These compositional coverage probabilities deviated by ±5 percentage points or less from the probabilities predicted under the assumption that the coverage in each category was independent of that in the other categories in the same set. As an example, the predicted compositional coverage probability under the 300 observation strategy of getting a value close to the truth in all four posture categories at the operation level was (cf. [Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}) 0.994**·**0.512**·**0.468**·**0.246**·**100%, i.e. 5.9%, whereas the actual compositional coverage was 5.7% ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![Effect of sample size on compositional coverage probabilities for (a) operation-level mean exposure; (b) task proportions; and (c) task-level mean exposure in miscellaneous work. Curves show proportions of the 5000 simulated data sets at each sample size that included values within 10% from the true target in at least 1, at least 2, at least 3, or all 4 categories as indicated by the legend in the upper right corner of each panel (colored online). Posture categories: neutral, mild, severe, twisted; tasks: top work, pit wall construction, manual excavation, miscellaneous work. Diagrams corresponding to panel (c) for the other three tasks are shown in [Supplementary Figure S1](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1) (available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online).](annhyg_met063_f0002){#F2}

In contrast to the unbiased mean exposure, estimates of between-subject variability were upwardly biased for all sampling strategies; shorter duration samples were more severely biased and also showed wider prediction intervals (![](annhyg_met063_m0024.jpg); [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}). This is illustrated by the horizontal curve shifts for smaller sampling strategies in [Fig. 1b](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The effect of sample size on bias may result primarily from the fact that the variance of the individual exposure mean values included in the estimate of ![](annhyg_met063_m0025.jpg) is larger for smaller sample sizes and thus inflates the value of ![](annhyg_met063_m0026.jpg) to a larger extent. Coverage probability was much lower for estimates of between-subject variability than that for mean exposures. In the best case, i.e. for neutral trunk postures, coverage probability for ![](annhyg_met063_m0027.jpg) never exceeded 42.4%, even with 4500 samples ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}). In the worst case, that of twisted postures assessed by the 300 observations strategy, only 0.5% of the 5000 simulated data sets fell within ±10% of the target ![](annhyg_met063_m0028.jpg) value, due to the combined effect of bias and imprecision.

A similar pattern of larger bias and wider prediction intervals at smaller sample sizes was also observed for ![](annhyg_met063_m0029.jpg) ([Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Again, increased bias was likely due to the effect of within-subject variability on task exposure estimates. Notably, this means that with small sample sizes, task exposures appear to be more different from each other than they really are. Even at the largest sample size (here 4500 observations), ![](annhyg_met063_m0030.jpg) did not converge completely to the target value.

By definition (cf. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}), the effect of sample size on contrast, ![](annhyg_met063_m0031.jpg), will be a trade-off between the effects on ![](annhyg_met063_m0032.jpg) and on within-task variability, ![](annhyg_met063_m0033.jpg). In the present material, both decreased with increasing sample size (for ![](annhyg_met063_m0034.jpg), see below). In most cases, the net effect was that ![](annhyg_met063_m0035.jpg) was underestimated at small sample sizes but increased toward the target value with larger sample sizes ([Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1d](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For twisted postures, however, the opposite was seen: ![](annhyg_met063_m0036.jpg) was overestimated at small sample sizes and decreased toward the target with larger sample sizes. In general, the effect of an increasing sample size on the prediction interval was not as pronounced for ![](annhyg_met063_m0037.jpg) as for the other exposure variables, so coverage probability did not improve as markedly with larger sample sizes. For example, coverage probability for ![](annhyg_met063_m0038.jpg) in severe flexion only increased from 10.5 to 27.2% as the number of samples increased from 300 to 4500 ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

Statistical performance: task level {#s10}
-----------------------------------

The mean proportion of time spent performing each individual task (![](annhyg_met063_m0039.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online) was estimated without bias, even when using the smallest sampling strategy. The prediction interval decreased with increased sample size, as expected. Compositional coverage probability was better for the set of task proportions ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) than for postures ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), as might be expected from the larger coverage probabilities for each individual task proportion ([Table 4b](#T4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S1b](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online). Already with only 300 observations, \<1 of every 10 data sets contained task proportions deviating more than 10% from the true target value for three or all four tasks ([Fig. 2b](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and essentially all data sets containing 4500 observations resulted in task proportions within 10% from the target value for all four tasks.

In general, even the mean exposure value for individual tasks (![](annhyg_met063_m0040.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online) was unbiased for all six sampling strategies and also demonstrated a decreasing prediction interval with increasing sample size. Coverage probability for task mean exposure estimates, ![](annhyg_met063_m0041.jpg) ([Table 4b](#T4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S1b](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online), was, in general, considerably lower than for the corresponding operation level mean exposures, ![](annhyg_met063_m0042.jpg) ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}), mainly because task exposure estimates were based on fewer samples and thus were less precise. This also led to compositional coverage being considerably lower for task mean exposures ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online) than for operation mean exposure ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For instance, with 4500 samples, exposures were within ±10% of the target value in all four posture categories for 76.8% of the assessments of operational exposure ([Fig. 2a](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), whereas only 7.5% of the compositional exposure estimates in miscellaneous work were within ±10% ([Fig. 2c](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For between-subject variability in task occurrence (![](annhyg_met063_m0043.jpg)) and task exposure (![](annhyg_met063_m0044.jpg)), pronounced bias and wide prediction intervals were present at smaller sample sizes, in particular for ![](annhyg_met063_m0045.jpg) in the three 'rarer' tasks. Thus, the coverage probability for ![](annhyg_met063_m0046.jpg) and ![](annhyg_met063_m0047.jpg) was low in these three cases ([Table 4b](#T4){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table S1b](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online).

Distributional properties of exposure estimates {#s11}
-----------------------------------------------

For some exposure estimates in rare tasks at shorter sampling strategies, the shape of the cumulative distribution across the 5000 simulated values differed from that found for the same exposure variable with larger strategies. For example, in the miscellaneous work task for the 300-sample strategy, the median estimated exposure to severe flexion was smaller than the median obtained with larger sample sizes ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), and severe flexion did not even occur in approximately 8% of the 5000 data sets, as shown by the positive *y*-intercept value in [Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Under the 300-sample strategy, an average of 55 samples (18.4%; ![](annhyg_met063_m0048.jpg), [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}) are expected to come from miscellaneous work. Since only 4.9% (![](annhyg_met063_m0049.jpg), [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}) of these 55 samples are expected to show severe trunk flexion, a data set with 300 samples will, occasionally, contain no observations of severe flexion from any of the workers performing the task. In this case, task exposure to severe flexion at the group level will be zero and so contribute to the observed positive *y*-intercept.

![Simulated cumulative distributions of variables describing exposure to severe trunk flexion in the task miscellaneous work: (a) group mean exposure, ![](annhyg_met063_m0086.jpg); (b) variance between workers, ![](annhyg_met063_m0087.jpg). Each panel shows the distribution of the 5000 simulated results obtained by each of the six investigated observation strategies, from left to right as indicated by the legend in the upper right corner (colored online). Dashed vertical lines indicate the target value read from the parent data set ([Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}, column 'Target').](annhyg_met063_f0003){#F3}

With the 300-sample strategy, the cumulative distribution of severe trunk flexion in miscellaneous work also appeared slightly jagged ([Fig. 3a](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This discrete graphical pattern is even more apparent in [Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the task-specific, between-worker exposure variability, ![](annhyg_met063_m0050.jpg), for severe trunk flexion during miscellaneous work. Under the 300-sample strategy, five to six simulated observations on average from each individual worker (i.e., 55/10) will be in miscellaneous work. Thus, each observation (sample) will account for \~20% of the time in the task and influence the task exposure of that worker accordingly. The jagged distribution in [Fig. 3b](#F3){ref-type="fig"} indicates that the presence or absence of single samples for each particular worker changes the size of the exposure variability in a stepwise fashion. This pattern is also visible at sample sizes larger than 300, *albeit* to a lesser extent.

DISCUSSION {#s12}
==========

Statistical performance of work sampling for categorical variables {#s13}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The primary aim of this study was to develop a procedure for investigating the statistical properties of selected task and exposure variables, estimated from data obtained by different observational work sampling strategies. The proposed probabilistic simulation approach proved useful for disclosing sampling performance when assessing variables that are difficult to access using analytical methods, and resembles in this respect previous simulation studies of precision and bias associated with exposure estimation (e.g. [@CIT0064]; [@CIT0038]). Although the empirical illustration based on a large parent data set of PATH observations served primarily to demonstrate the ability of the probabilistic simulation to produce results of generic relevance to the design of data collection strategies, we also believe the exposure structure of the parent data set to be representative of many categorical data sets of occupational postures obtained using work sampling because all workers performed all tasks and experienced all exposures at least occasionally. Thus, essential results, such as the statistical properties of variability metrics compared with those of mean values, or of variables at the level of tasks compared with at the level of operation, may be generally applicable to most occupational exposure assessment efforts. Therefore, we discuss these results more in detail below, even if numerical values may be specific to the present parent data.

The precision of mean exposure estimates at both the operation and task levels (![](annhyg_met063_m0051.jpg) and ![](annhyg_met063_m0052.jpg), [Tables 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"} and[4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}) improved with increasing sample sizes from 300 to 4500 observations. This result is consistent with several other studies addressing the relationship between sample size and uncertainty in estimating mean exposures ([@CIT0008]; [@CIT0030]; [@CIT0044]; [@CIT0020]), as well as a previous analysis of PATH performance in different operations ([@CIT0054]). Thus, our study corroborates that highly prevalent exposures may be determined reasonably correctly even with relatively small sample sizes, *in casu*, 300 observations ([Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}), but that less common exposures, in particular if measured at the task level, may be estimated with considerable uncertainty even with very large total sample sizes, *in casu* 4500 observations ([Tables 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"} and[4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}, and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online). PATH is unlikely to differ much in this respect from other observational methods for assessing categorical variables by work sampling, such as Back-EST ([@CIT0075]), TRAC ([@CIT0074]; [@CIT0024]; [@CIT0073]), or OWAS ([@CIT0032]; [@CIT0034]).

The finding that increased sample size improved statistical performance was, of course, expected. The variance of an estimated mean value of a continuous variable will decrease in inverse proportion to the number of samples, provided that the data are randomly distributed ([@CIT0062]). In the present case, each basic unit of measurement, i.e. each single PATH observation, is an array of multinomial sets of 'yes' or 'no' answers to whether any particular worker is observed at that very instant, whether he is performing each specific task, and whether the exposure is within each specific posture category. Thus, data in any particular category are binomially distributed, with the probability of the answer 'yes' being defined by the overall proportion of samples in that category in the parent data set. With large sample sizes, mean values of binomial variables approach normal distributions and so behave statistically as a continuous variable, with properties that can be approximated using analytical methods (cf. [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}). In the present case, binomial theory led to an expectation that mean values of task proportions and postures would be unbiased and normally distributed with a variance directly computable from the workers' individual exposures and the total number of samples ([Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}).

This theoretical prediction, however, is conditional on collected data sets being large and balanced. In the present case, theoretical expectations, such as the size of prediction intervals (cf. [Tables 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"} and[4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}, and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online), were, indeed, met for most sampling strategies at the operation level and for both task proportions and posture variables. However, at the task level, several deviations from expected performance were observed. For instance, using the 300-sample strategy, the 5th--95th prediction interval for severe flexion in miscellaneous work (![](annhyg_met063_m0053.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}) was larger (12.0%) than predicted by theory (9.1%) and also somewhat skewed (0.0--12.0%) around the mean value of 5.0%. In this case, only about three observations of severe flexion in miscellaneous work will be available in a complete 300-sample data set (4.9 of 18.4% of 300; cf. [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}), and they are not likely to always be equally distributed among different workers. Thus, the data available for estimating exposure to severe flexion in this task are neither 'many' nor balanced. Other examples of irregular distributions were shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The occasional discrepancy between theoretical and empirical (simulated) performance illustrates an important use of the probabilistic simulation approach, i.e. to show when assumptions are no longer met in analytical models. In extension, simulations are also very attractive when addressing distributions of variables that cannot be readily addressed by theoretical models, such as exposure variability metrics ([@CIT0039]).

Both theoretical equations ([Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}) and simulation results draw attention to the fact that the uncertainty of mean exposure estimates did not relate directly to the size of between-subject variability in the exposure. As an illustration, the variability between workers in task proportions (![](annhyg_met063_m0054.jpg), [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}) was much larger for most tasks than the variability in job exposures (![](annhyg_met063_m0055.jpg), [Table 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"}) and the 5th--95th prediction intervals for task proportions and operation exposures were of the same order of magnitude. This counter-intuitive property of the present work sampling is a result of the sampling being performed in a finite population, which---in large data sets---eliminates the contribution of between-worker variability to the variance of group mean values (cf. [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}), and of the fact that the average within-subject variability will be less if workers differ substantially in mean exposure than if they are more homogeneous.

Consistent with previous simulations examining continuous exposure variables ([@CIT0039]), uncertainty (i.e. the 5th--95th prediction intervals) was considerably larger for variables describing variability than for mean values at the same sample size. Prediction intervals for variance estimates were also upwardly skewed with respect to the mean, particularly at small sample sizes ([Tables 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"} and[4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}). As a combined effect of bias and low precision, coverage probabilities for variability metrics were, in general, poor; in some cases with small sample sizes, they were \<5%, even at the operation level ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

The effect of increased sample size on metrics expressing aspects of exposure variability (![](annhyg_met063_m0056.jpg), ![](annhyg_met063_m0057.jpg),![](annhyg_met063_m0058.jpg),![](annhyg_met063_m0059.jpg),![](annhyg_met063_m0060.jpg)) is more difficult to predict than the effect on mean values (![](annhyg_met063_m0061.jpg),![](annhyg_met063_m0062.jpg), ![](annhyg_met063_m0063.jpg)), and considerably less literature has been devoted to the statistical performance of such variability metrics ([@CIT0044], [@CIT0047]; [@CIT0039]). In the present material, most of these variables (![](annhyg_met063_m0064.jpg), ![](annhyg_met063_m0065.jpg), ![](annhyg_met063_m0066.jpg), ![](annhyg_met063_m0067.jpg)) were upwardly biased at all sample sizes and particularly at smaller sample sizes ([Tables 3a](#T3){ref-type="table"} and[4a](#T4){ref-type="table"}, and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online). We believe this to result mainly from the larger uncertainty at smaller sample sizes of both within-subject and within-task variability. Within-subject variability was present to different extents for all 10 observed workers, as suggested by their individual exposure profiles ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), but again within-days and between-days contributions could not be separated.

As noted above, exhaustive sets of mutually exclusive categories lead to compositional results, i.e. constrained data that inevitably add up to a certain number, *in casu*, 100%. This constrained nature of categorical data was reflected and reproduced by the resampling procedure employed for simulating new data sets. Comprehensive use of compositional data, for instance in hypothesis testing or regression analysis, requires specific procedures differing from conventional Euclidian algebra (e.g. [@CIT0025]; [@CIT0021]; [@CIT0022]; [@CIT0058]), which fall outside the scope of this study. However, the reported compositional coverage probabilities, measuring the ability of a sample estimate to show values 'close' to the truth in an entire category set, revealed that probabilities within a category set, such as the four posture categories in operation exposure, were, indeed, correlated. However, discrepancies were small between empirical compositional coverage probabilities ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figure S1](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online) and values predicted with the assumption of independence among categories. This suggests that compositional coverage can be fairly well estimated on the basis of binomial theory (cf. [Appendix](#A1){ref-type="app"}).

How many observations are sufficient? {#s14}
-------------------------------------

Although we have demonstrated that larger observation samples lead to better statistical performance, if in different ways and at different rates for different posture variables, we have deliberately avoided using the term 'sufficient' for any particular level of performance. A number of previous studies have, indeed, identified certain sample sizes as 'sufficient', 'enough', 'adequate', or leading to 'reliable' results ([@CIT0008]; [@CIT0002]; [@CIT0030]; [@CIT0054]; [@CIT0020]; [@CIT0071]). The criterion has, however, often been largely arbitrary and based on the premise that precision will not improve to any notable extent beyond this 'sufficient' sample size. Other studies have, on more formal grounds, identified the necessary sample size to obtain a specific precision of a mean exposure estimate ([@CIT0047]), the necessary study size to obtain 'acceptable' power in studies comparing independent groups ([@CIT0044]), or the necessary number of subjects or samples when testing interventions using individuals as their own control ([@CIT0047]; [@CIT0049]).

Design requirements for an exposure data collection will also differ profoundly depending on whether the study is, e.g. devoted to documenting exposures in a specific occupational setting (as the present study), comparing mean exposures between groups or conditions ([@CIT0044]; [@CIT0049]), comparing exposures to threshold limit values ([@CIT0041]), determining exposure-outcome relationships using either an individual-based or a group-based approach ([@CIT0007]; [@CIT0063]; [@CIT0070]; [@CIT0052]) or estimating sources and sizes of exposure variability ([@CIT0018]; [@CIT0039]). For each of these study types, the necessary sample size will further differ depending on the choice of summary statistics and the distribution of the selected exposures, as demonstrated in the present study ([Tables 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4b](#T4){ref-type="table"}) and numerous other studies showing that variability within and between subjects differs among exposure variables (e.g. for working postures: [@CIT0073]; [@CIT0008]; [@CIT0047]; [@CIT0026]; [@CIT0003]; [@CIT0014]; [@CIT0072]).

Thus, the required statistical performance in any exposure data collection strategy, and hence the necessary sample size, is specific to the purpose, context, variables, and desired sensitivity of that particular study for which the sampling is carried out. In the present study, which focused on a descriptive documentation of exposures in a specific construction operation, 300 PATH observations would be sufficient for obtaining an 80% probability that the resulting estimate of the occurrence of neutral trunk postures is within 10% from the correct value ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}). The same coverage probability for operation exposures to mild and severe trunk flexion would require 1200 and 1500 samples, respectively, while an assessment of twisted postures would not reach 80% coverage probability even with 4500 samples. All variables describing exposure variability between subjects and tasks ([Table 3b](#T3){ref-type="table"}) showed coverage probabilities below 80% even with 4500 samples, so even larger samples---probably in excess of what can be practiced in many occupational studies---would be needed to reach a satisfying performance. For all four tasks, proportions could be determined with sufficient coverage probability by 900 samples ([Table 4b](#T4){ref-type="table"}), whereas only few task exposures and no task exposure variabilities reached sufficient coverage probability even with 4500 samples.

Although tentatively providing these guidelines for sampling in occupational settings and for metrics similar to those represented here, we wish to emphasize that prediction intervals will, for mathematical reasons, reach a width of zero (i.e. perfect precision) only at an infinite number of samples. Thus, 'saturation' or convergence to the 'true' value will never occur in a pure statistical sense. From a practical point of view, however, the return, in terms of improved precision with an increased number of samples, may, at some point, decrease below what is considered reasonable from a resource consumption perspective. A certain level of imprecision may even be deemed acceptable, and additional sampling beyond what is needed to achieve this statistical performance is then of limited value.

Understanding categorical work sampling and probabilistic simulation {#s15}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

A number of studies have addressed aspects of sampling performance for exposure variables measured on a continuous scale, using analytical expressions based on variance components (e.g. [@CIT0045], [@CIT0047]; [@CIT0033]; [@CIT0035]; [@CIT0011]; [@CIT0031]). A large majority of these studies have been devoted to understanding the precision of mean exposure estimates. To our knowledge, very few attempts have been made to analyze statistical sampling performance for variables describing exposure variability, let alone task diversity or task contrasts. Standard analytical methods are applicable only for normally distributed and independent data, including data that can, *via* a suitable transformation, reach normality, which is standard practice for most exposure assessments in the field of occupational hygiene ([@CIT0040]). Although some violations of assumptions in standard analysis methods can be handled by modified statistical models, any analytical approach is limited to exposure variables for which sampling performance can be expressed in a closed-form equation, typically expressions of central tendencies (mean values).

We chose to investigate sampling performance for variables expressing exposure variability on the basis of virtual data sets obtained by a simulation procedure, rather than developing an analytical approximation. Our approach of using the probabilities of task and exposure occurrence for each worker as observed in the original PATH observation data set is an example of parametric simulation where data units are assumed to follow a known distribution, and virtual data sets are created by randomly selecting values from that distribution with a predetermined setup of parameters ([@CIT0064]). In the case of multinomial data, this parametric simulation may be particularly appealing since the distribution is fully characterized by the set of probabilities of 'positive' ('yes') outcomes in the categories within a set. As an alternative, we could have used non-parametric bootstrap resampling with replacement among the 3103 observations in the parent data set ([@CIT0017]; [@CIT0008]; [@CIT0049]; [@CIT0038]). We chose not to do so because of its highly unbalanced structure: the 10 workers were represented to highly different extents, ranging from 68 to 706 data points ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). To mimic a scenario where all workers worked full time and were equally available for observation, we assigned all workers an equal probability of being selected on any single occasion.

This decision also illustrates an attractive property of probabilistic simulation compared with straightforward bootstrap resampling with replacement, namely, that the probabilities assigned to the occurrence of different subjects and exposures can be manipulated so as to explore hypothetical scenarios that differ from the one represented by the parent data set. For instance, in a reorganization of an operation, workers may be assigned new proportions of constituent tasks, even if the overall occurrence of each task in the job does not change. Virtual redistributions of tasks among workers can easily be simulated by changing individual values of task proportions while maintaining the original values of overall task occurrence, ![](annhyg_met063_m0068.jpg), and the overall mean job and task exposures ![](annhyg_met063_m0069.jpg) and ![](annhyg_met063_m0070.jpg). Additional scenarios accessible to probabilistic simulation are the introduction of new tasks and changes in individual exposures, e.g. following from an ergonomic intervention. Even alternative scenarios referring to the logistics of exposure assessment may be considered by probabilistic simulation. For instance, some workers may not be accessible for observation during the whole period of data collection because they occasionally work in a location where observations are not feasible. This situation can be simulated by manipulating the probabilities of individual workers being selected for observation. Also the number of accessible workers sharing the tasks in the operation can be changed. We encourage more studies of data collection strategies using probabilistic simulation, especially for categorical data with binomial or multinomial distributions.

When the measurement method itself contributes uncertainty, which is inevitably true in observational studies ([@CIT0016]; [@CIT0069]), the variance on the eventual exposure estimate will include a methodological contribution. In our parent data set, variability within and between observers could not be distinguished from other sources of variability, and thus, it was not possible to determine the specific effects of between-observer and within-observer variability on the overall performance of the investigated sampling strategies. Other studies have, however, shown that between-observer reliability is good when PATH observations are made by trained observers ([@CIT0055]), as in the present parent data set. With other observational methods and/or for other variables than those observed in PATH, observer variability has been shown to contribute significantly to the uncertainty of the eventual exposure estimate ([@CIT0033]; [@CIT0014]; [@CIT0060]; [@CIT0046]). We therefore recommend that the effects of variability between and within observers be specifically addressed in future studies of strategies for observing categorical variables.

Finally, a further step in optimizing study designs would be to include considerations to the cost of different data collection strategies that lead to a satisfying statistical performance ([@CIT0043]; [@CIT0060]; [@CIT0046]). Methods for cost-efficiency analyses are, in general, still in their infancy ([@CIT0059]) and have so far been based only on analytical estimations of sampling performance. Analyses of cost-efficient exposure assessment using simulations, including specific investigations of categorical posture data obtained by work sampling, is a challenging issue for further research.

CONCLUSIONS {#s16}
===========

The present study proposed a novel probabilistic simulation approach for categorical data and used it to reveal the statistical performance of observations of tasks and trunk postures obtained using a work sampling. Performance improved with increasing numbers of samples from 300 up to 4500. At each particular sample size, mean exposures were, in general, estimated with considerably better precision than variables describing aspects of exposure variability between workers and tasks; estimates of exposure variability were also biased at small sample sizes. Even with 4500 samples, variables describing exposure variability were not estimated with satisfying coverage probability, neither at the level of individual categories nor for compositional sets of categories. The simulation approach thus proved useful for examining the performance of alternative exposure assessment strategies, and we also claim that it can be used to explore hypothetical scenarios of exposure profiles, task occurrences, and access to workers when collecting data.

We believe that these results have a bearing in general on occupational exposure assessment studies where data are recorded in a categorical form. When planning such a study, an analysis---to the extent possible---of the performance of different design options is key to arriving at a data collection that can effectively provide information of the desired quality, as defined by the purpose of the study. The probabilistic simulation approach proposed in this paper is useful in this proactive process.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA {#s18}
==================

Supplementary data can be found at [http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1).
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The present calculation of group mean values of task proportions, ![](annhyg_met063_m0071.jpg), and postures at the operation and task levels, ![](annhyg_met063_m0072.jpg) and ![](annhyg_met063_m0073.jpg), respectively, is based on a mean-of-means approach ([@CIT0062]) in which exposure estimates are first obtained for each individual worker, and then averaged across workers to give the group mean. In a balanced data set containing an equal number of measurements for each worker, the variance, ![](annhyg_met063_m0074.jpg), of a group mean obtained by a mean-of-means approach in a finite (limited) group is

![](annhyg_met063_m0075.jpg)

where *n* ~*s*~, *N* ~*s*~, and *N\** are the number of workers represented in the data set, the total number of workers in the finite target population, and the total number of samples in the data set, respectively, and ![](annhyg_met063_m0076.jpg) and ![](annhyg_met063_m0077.jpg) are the between-worker and within-worker variance components. If every worker in the target population delivers data to the mean, *n* ~*s*~ equals *N* ~*s*~, and the contribution from between-worker variability vanishes in a 'finite population' effect as discussed in previous papers ([@CIT0045]; [@CIT0038]; [@CIT0046]). With the present simulation procedure, where one worker was randomly selected for each data point from the 10 workers eligible for observation as per the 'standard' PATH protocol ([@CIT0006]), this 'saturation' will more probably happen if the total number of measurements is 'large'. With *N* ~*s*~ = 10, the probability of any one worker not being represented in the data set is only 1.9·10^--11^% with a full set of 300 observations, whereas it is approximately 5% with 50 observations, as might occur at the task level under the 300-sample strategy. Thus, all 10 workers were likely represented in all simulated data sets at both the operation and task level, except for some data sets at the task level when using the smallest sampling strategies, in particular if some task or posture category occurred very rarely for some worker(s).

Thus, in 'large' data sets, the group mean variance expressed by equation (1) is determined entirely by the uncertainty associated with estimating the mean exposures of individual workers within the group. Each basic unit of measurement in the present data, i.e., each single PATH observation, is a multinomial set of binary answers 'yes' or 'no' to whether posture and task at that very instant are within a particular category for the selected worker. If the probability of the answer 'yes' in a particular category is *p*, the expected variance between individual samples will, according to multinomial theory, be *p*(100 − *p*), with *p* measured in percent, and the variance of a mean exposure estimate based on *n* samples is, therefore, *p*(100 − *p*)/*n*. For a certain sample size *n*, this variance is largest when the probability, *p*, of a 'yes' is 50% and will decrease symmetrically toward zero at probabilities above and below 50%.

Thus, the variance of a mean exposure estimate in a particular category for one worker is expected to be *p*(100 − *p*)/*n*, where *p* is the exposure probability (in percent) and *n* is the number of samples for that worker. When individual workers' mean exposures are averaged to form a group mean, the contribution from within-worker variability to the resulting variance on that mean is therefore

![](annhyg_met063_m0078.jpg)

for operation exposures and similarly

![](annhyg_met063_m0079.jpg)

for exposures in task *T*, where *N\** is the total number of samples at the operation level, cf. equation (1); notation otherwise as in [Tables 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. Both equations assume that the same number of samples is obtained from all workers, at the operation level, equation (2), as well as the task level, equation (3). For an unbalanced data set, i.e. one with unequal numbers of observations for different workers, the variance is larger, especially if the data are severely unbalanced ([@CIT0062]).

The estimates of occurrence for each of the four tasks in the jacking pit construction operation (![](annhyg_met063_m0080.jpg); [Table 4a](#T4){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table S1a](http://annhyg.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/annhyg/met063/-/DC1), available at *Annals of Occupational Hygiene* online) are equivalent, from a statistical point of view, to the estimates of operation and task postures since all are based on observations having an answer of 'yes' or 'no' to whether that particular unit represents each particular task or posture category. Thus, if all workers are represented in the data set, the variance of the estimated group mean proportion of any one of the four tasks can---for a balanced data set---be expressed as

![](annhyg_met063_m0081.jpg)

If a 'large' number of binomially distributed samples are averaged, the mean value will be normally distributed. Thus, prediction intervals for postures and task proportions can be calculated by using the variances in equations (2--4) in a standard assessment of lower and upper limits associated with a coverage according to choice, *in casu* the 5th and 95th percentile.
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